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Abstract

In this chapter, a series of molecular dynamics simulations have been carried out to
explore structural and dynamical features of monatomic liquid metallic films during
rapid cooling. Results show a semi‐ordered inhomogeneous morphology containing
crystal‐like and disordered regions. The icosahedron contributes to nucleation through
the synergy with other short‐range ordered structures and participates in crystal growth
via assimilation, but the pinning effect should be overcome. The second‐peak splitting
in pair correlation functions is found as the result of a statistical average of crystal‐
like and disordered structural regions, not just the amorphous structure. The splitting
can be viewed as a prototype of crystal‐like peaks exhibiting distorted and vestigial
features. Besides, we use the parameter P(a, τ, ν) for predicting both local structural
order and motion propensity. The fraction of crystalline clusters follows a negative
power‐law scaling with the cooling rate increasing, which is the inverse of P(a, τ, ν).

Keywords: molecular dynamics simulation, metallic glass film, structural evolution,
dynamical feature, pair correlation function, local icosahedral order

1. Introduction

Ultrathin metallic glassy films with a thickness of one or a few monolayers attract much attention,
since they are now available as epitaxial films on insulating substrates and are, therefore, the
best model systems for two‐dimensional (2D) conduction in metal systems [1]. Disorder is known
to play an important role in the phase diagram of the superconductor material at low temper‐
atures and high magnetic fields [2]. Significant effort is currently being invested in attempting
to understand theoretically the interplay between disorder and the conductivity in 2D sys‐
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tems [3–5]. Specifically, in semiconductor field, thinner and thinner disordered films are needed,
since the restriction to a thickness of a few monolayers may lead to novel atomic structures and
modify the physical and chemical properties dramatically [6–8]. Huang et al. [9] reported the
accidental discovery of 2D amorphous silica supported on grapheme. They found that the images
of 2D amorphous silica contain both the crystalline and amorphous regions. Lichtenstein et al.
[10] studied the interface between a crystalline and amorphous phase of silica film supported
by the Ru(0001) substrate. The atomic structure of the topological transition from a crystalline
to an amorphous phase in the thin silica film can lead to a better description of the crystal‐to‐
glass  and the  liquid‐to‐glass  transitions.  Although there  has  been much progress  in  the
understanding of the properties of amorphous materials in three‐dimension [11–13], some
important questions on the microstructural feature and its forming mechanism of the metallic
glassy films have remained unanswered. Therefore, further studies on the atomic structures of
the 2D disordered systems and their physical proprieties are necessary [14–16].

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the modeling and simulation
methods. In Section 3, we discuss the structural evolution of liquid metallic nano‐film during
rapid solidification as well as the effect of cooling rates [17, 18]. In Section 4, we consider the
motion propensity distribution to predict both local structural distribution and dynamical
signature in metallic nano‐films [18]. In Section 5, we study the synergy and pinning effects of
the local icosahedral order during freezing [17]. In Section 6, we clarify the origin of the
splitting of the second peak in PCFs based on a statistical explanation [19]. Conclusions are
provided in Section 7.

2. Models and theoretical methods

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were performed using the embedded atom method
(EAM) potential [20] supplied in LAMMPS [21]. The pure copper film and the pure cobalt film
are studied respectively. For the copper film, 6400 copper atoms were distributed in a 20 × 20 
× 1 lattice unit box based on the structure of FCC crystal and the initial box lattice was set to
be 3.61 Å. For the cobalt film, the initial configuration consisting of 8640 cobalt atoms was
distributed in a 60 × 36 × 1 lattice unit box, in which atoms were arranged in the light of the
HCP crystal structure and the box lattice was set to 2.507 Å. Periodic control was exerted on
the x‐ and y‐directions of the box, and the z‐direction was nonperiodic. Specially, the lower
boundary of the simulation box along the z‐direction (not refer to atoms) was fixed, while the
upper boundary was free. That was to say, a virtual wall was set at the lower edge of the
simulation box in the z‐direction, which is similar to the substrate in experiment.

The Velocity‐Verlet algorithm was used with an MD time step of 1 fs while the temperature
was controlled by a Nosé‐Hoover thermostat [22]. A well‐equilibrated initial system was
prepared by gradually heating perfect crystals to melt at a low heating rate and then relaxing
the system at 2000 K for 500 ps. Then, the liquid system was quenched to 300 K at different
cooling rates. At each cooling rate, the atomic configuration during the quenching process
were recorded for further analysis.
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3. Structural features in liquid metallic nano‐films during rapid cooling

Figure 1 shows the potential energy landscape of the liquid copper nano‐film at the tempera‐
ture of 2000 K, which is composed of single‐string structures and partial ring structures (we
find the ring structure is the icosahedron). We call the icosahedron in our simulations the quasi‐
two‐dimensional icosahedron (Q2D‐I) because of one missing vertex atom due to the dimen‐
sional limit. Atoms in single‐string structures show high potential energy and motion
propensity, while Q2D‐Is have a high dense packing [23]. Actually, in the melt film, both
structures disintegrate and reunite frequently owing to the random collision and energy
transfer of high‐energy atoms. Besides, ensembles of atoms in different regions of this liquid
film exhibit temporarily enhanced or diminished mobility in comparison with the average.
Notably, the cooperative motion of single‐string structures is dominant in the metallic liquid
film, in accordance with that in three‐dimensional liquids [23–25].

Figure 1. The potential energy landscape of the copper nano‐film at 2000 K. The denoted circular region represent the
quasi‐two‐dimensional icosahedron (Q2D‐I) and the elliptical one represents the single‐string structure.

As the temperature decreases, atoms in the 2D liquid copper tend to gather into clusters. To
clarify the liquid‐solid transition mechanism in metallic films during the cooling process in
the view of an atomic level, the structural evolutions at different cooling rates are investigated
as shown in Figure 2. At high cooling rates (250 and 500 K/ps), a semi‐ordered morphology
exhibiting maze‐like nano‐patterns gradually forms at 300 K. To be specific, at 500 K/ps,
compared with the atomic configuration at 2000 K (Figure 1), Q2D‐Is increases obviously
accompanying with the decrease of single‐string structures at 1200 K. When the temperature
decreases into 900 K, Q2D‐Is show continuous increase while the single‐string structures begin
to arrange side by side, forming crystalline zones. The size scale of crystalline zones in the
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simulation is beyond 10–20 Å, meeting the size requirement of MRO (5–20 Å [26]). Thus, the
crystalline zone can be considered as the MRO. Notably, these MRO structures are the
precursor for nucleuses, whereas Q2D‐Is would have barrier effects on nucleation. During the
rapid cooling process, Q2D‐Is and crystalline zones competite against each other and finally
determine the solid structure at 300 K. For example, at 500 K/ps, Q2D‐Is play the leading role
since crystalline zones are limited due to the high cooling rate, and the system exhibits the
most disorder at 300 K. However, when the lower cooling rate (250 K/ps) is performed,
crystalline zones tend to be dominant, and finally the film system shows more crystalline MRO
characteristics. Although the crystalline MRO gradually forms and develops during rapid
cooling, the transition time is so transient that crystalline zones cannot be converted into the
crystalline long‐range order (CLRO). In contrast, in the case of 10 K/ps (as shown in Fig‐
ures 2g–i), owing to the absence of the icosahedral frustration effect, atoms are mainly arranged
in an crystalline order.

Figure 2. Quenching processes at different temperatures with three different cooling rates. The denoted circular region
represent the Q2D‐I and the elliptical one represents the crystalline zone.

To further investigate the influence of the cooling rate on the phase transition of metallic films,
both the pair correlation functions (PCFs) and the proportion of crystalline zones at different
cooling rates are plotted. The crystallization moments can be charaterized by the pressure
drops [27], indicating a linear relation between the crystallization moment and the supercooled
melt lifetime. However, the faction of crystalline zones in this simulation is determined
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through the statistical average of the recorded structural information [28, 29], which is different
from Morozov et al.'s method [27]. As shown in Figure 3a, the highest cooling rate (500 K/ps)
leads to a slight splitting second peak in the PCF curve, while at 250 K/ps, the second peak
exhibits obvious splitting and a small shoulder peak appears between the first peak and the
second peak. Although the second peak splitting of the PCF curve is usually considered as an
important signature of amorphous solids [30], we would rather regard it as the formation of
crystalline zones which can be seen as a precursor to the CLRO [31]. At a low cooling rate, such
as 10 K/ps, the PCF curve presents typical crystalline features: the splitting characteristic of the
PCF second peak becomes more obvious; the small shoulder peak changes into a sharper peak.
During the slow cooling process, Q2D‐Is disappear while the crystalline MRO integrates
together, leading to the CLRO characteristic of the metallic film. Figure 3b shows the crystalline
fraction change of the above three queching processes. At the high cooling rate (500 and 250 
K/ps), the FCC and HCP structures exhibits a similar amount and shows little changes during
the cooling process. However, at 10 K/ps, both the FCC structure and the HCP structure grow
fast between 800 and 500 K, and finally FCC structures become the dominant with the faction
of more than 50% at 300 K. Such results strongly indicate a non‐linear relation between the
crystallization fraction and the freezing time, quite different from the Morozov's result in bulk
liquid metals [27].

Figure 3. (a) Pair correlation functions (PCFs) at 300 K; (d) the fraction of crystalline zones during the cooling process‐
es.

4. Power‐law scaling of dynamical signatures

In this section, the motion propensity distribution is considered to predict the structural and
dynamical features of the liquid copper nano‐film. First, the Common Neighbor Analysis
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(CNA) and motion propensity are introduced to reveal the relation between crystalline MRO
and the subsequent crystallization. The CNA can be used to measure the local crystalline
structure around an atom [28, 29, 32], based on the Honeycutt and Andersen bond analysis
[33]. Generally, there are five kinds of CNA patterns that LAMMPS recognizes, which are
defined as follows: FCC = 1, HCP = 2, BCC = 3, icosahedral = 4, and unknown = 5. The first three
indices are all “crystalline”. Also note that the CNA calculation in LAMMPS uses the neighbors
of an owned atom to find the nearest neighbors of a ghost atom. The local motion propensity
of a particle [34, 35] is directly associated with the probability of a particle undergoing a
substantial displacement within a short time interval. The motion propensity of a particle p is
defined as follows:

(1)

where Δrp
→(t,t+τ)  is the displacement of the particle p obtained from the quenched configu‐

ration between t and t + τ and a is the length scale over which the motion is probed. Here a = 
029, and τ = 1000 fs [36].

Figure 4 shows the CNA pattern and the motion propensity distribution of queched films at
different cooling rates. When the cooling rate is high (500 K/ps), although the barrier effect of
Q2D‐Is is prominent, several ordered crystalline clusters, such as FCC and HCP structures,
still exist at 300 K, indicating that the so‐called “full amorphous state” may contain few
crystalline SRO structures, namely the crystallite. However, due to the limitation of experi‐
mental methods, it is hard to measure the real atomic arrangement within the SRO range.
Actually, these crystallites are quite stable, which can be seen from their motion propensity
distribution as shown in Figure 4a. As the cooling rate reduce, it can be clearly seen that
crystallites are rare and discrete initially, but appear at random positions, exhibiting a large
structural heterogeneity of the metallic glassy film [37]. At 250 K/ps, more crystallites appear
and grow in size at 300 K as shown in Figure 4b. A two‐step crystallization process is proposed
[38]: first, the fluctuations of structure and energy cause the formation of several SRO crystal‐
lites which can precursors for the nucleus of crystalline zones; Then, the crystallites expand
into surrounding and form crystalline zones. Notably, the FCC or HCP structures do not
emerge alone. Instead, the crystalline zone is made up of alternant FCC and HCP structures
as presented in the CNA patterns. When the cooling rate is quite low, there would be enough
relaxation time for the evolution from HCP structures to FCC structures, similar to Wolde et
al.'s viewpoint [39]. For example, at 10 K/ps, the weakening barrier effect of Q2D‐Is would
result in the ordered atomic arrangement and the formation of nano‐polycrystalline structures
dominated by FCC structures at 300 K. The appearance of HCP structures is actually just an
intermediate state during the crystallization. Besides, it is worth noting that, the complete‐
disorder region is characterized by high motion propensity, whereas the low motion propen‐
sity is related to the crystalline zones. Generally, the basic principle of local propensity Qt(a, τ,
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υ) is that the configurational order does not determine the motion of a neighborhood directly
but affects the probability of the undergoing motion. Therefore, a theoretical discussion is
necessary to verify the possible relation between the structure and dynamics.

Figure 4. Local atomic ordering (left) and motion propensity (right) of the quenched structures at 300 K with different
cooling rates: (a) 500 K/ps; (b) 250 K/ps; (c) 10 K/ps. In the left column, local structures are colored based on the CNA
method: blue, FCC; green, HCP; red, disordered structures. In the right column, coloring denotes the motion propensi‐
ty.

Next, we emphatically studied the relation between the total motion propensity and the
crystalline‐like structure in the copper film at different cooling rates. Qsd is the standard
deviation of the total motion propensity obtained from the quenched configuration at 300 K
during a short relaxation time, which may reflect the total fluctuation of the 2D system with
respect to time clearly. Figure 5a shows the Qsd change as a function of time during a short
period ϕ = 1000 fs, at different cooling rates. For the quenched structure under the highest
cooling rates, its Qsd shows the highest dynamical fluctuation during the relaxation, indicating
that the system is in the metastable state. In contrast, the dynamical fluctuation at a lower
cooling rate exhibits less obvious features, in good accordance with Figure 4. This means that
the total motion propensity is reliable to measure the system stability. For further exploration,
a global measure of the propensity P(a, τ, υ) is calculated by the correlation function Qt(a, τ, υ):

(2)
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Figure 5. (a) The standard deviation (Qsd) of the total motion propensity and (b) the relationship between the total mo‐
tion propensity (left) and the fraction of crystalline zones (right) at different cooling rates.

where υ = logV, V is the cooling rate. Qt (a, τ, υ) is the motion propensity of a single particle.

Figure 5b shows the relationship between P(a, τ, υ) and the crystalline fraction at 300 K, with
respect to the cooling rate. As the cooling rate increases, the fraction of crystalline zones
increases and shows an index relationship with the cooling rate. For a low cooling rate (υ < 
12.5), the copper film exhibits a dominant crystalline characteristic with a relatively low P(a,
τ, υ) (P < 0.025). However, when the cooling rate increases (υ > 13.8), Q2D‐Is in the metallic film
become dominant leading to a high value of P(a, τ, υ) (P > 0.075). At a moderate cooling rate,
such as υ = 13.8, a complicated amorphous‐crystalline composite forms, with the FCC and HCP
structures distributing randomly and exhibiting the crystalline MRO characteristic. Obviously,
the fraction of crystalline zones exhibits a negative power‐law scaling with the cooling rate,
which is the inverse of P(a, τ, υ). This indicates a close relationship between P(a, τ, υ) and the
crystalline structure as the cooling rate increases. Such phenomena have not been reported in
experimental research, due to some factors associated with multiple scattering and the atomic
cluster distortion. To conclude, as a new parameter, P(a, τ, υ) may be a direct consequence of
the local structural ordering and the dynamic signature may also result from the local
structural ordering.

5. Synergy and pinning effects of local icosahedral order

The above results show that, Q2D‐Is appear earlier than crystalline zones during the cooling
and can be preserved under the higher cooling rate since the local icosahedral order (LIO)
grows with severe undercooling [40]. When crystalline zones emerge, the quantity of Q2D‐Is
decreases, indicating that Q2D‐Is influence the formation of the CMRO.
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Figure 6a shows how crystalline zones nucleate through the synergy effect of Q2D‐Is. It should
be pointed out that, the single‐string structure is the basic unit of crystalline zones since it can
extend to form the close‐packed plane (CPP), similar to the expansion of a graphene piece into
a graphite layer. Figure 6d reveals the similar topological unit between Q2D‐Is and CCPs,
which is the structural basis for the assimilation of Q2D‐Is. Initially, in the supercooled melt,
owing to the strong atomic activity, the SRO structures including the single‐string structure
and Q2D‐Is disintegrate and reunite frequently. During the nucleation, several Q2D‐Is are
decomposed and integrate into the nucleus with the help of single‐string structures, indicating
that the LIO should be the raw component of the crystal nucleus. Figures 6b, c show the growth
of crystalline zones with the assistance of Q2D‐Is in the parallel and perpendicular direction
to CPPs, respectively. In the parallel growth, when Q2D‐Is are contacted by the front of
crystalline zones, Q2D‐Is would be touched by the CPPs naturally due to their similar
topological unit, leading to the gradual assimilation (see Figure 7 in detail). On the other hand,
when the crystalline zones grow in the perpendicular direction and contact a Q2D‐I, a suitable
connection to the Q2D‐I by the surrounding single‐string structures or CPPs would assimilate
the Q2D‐I into the crystalline structures, leading to the perpendicular growth of crystalline
zones. Thus, Q2D‐Is show the synergy effect during the whole crystallization process. Notably,
icosahedra are usually seen as a barrier to crystallization [40], but these results demonstrate
that icosahedra can participate the crystal growth through the synergy effect in the 2D system,
providing a new view of the correlation between the LIO and crystallization.

Figure 6. (a) A crystal nucleus forms through the synergy between Q2D‐Is and single‐string structures. The crystal nu‐
cleus is characterized by white solid lines. (b, c) crystalline zones grow through through the assimilation of Q2D‐Is in
the direction parallel and perpendicular to the close‐packed planes (CPPs), respectively. The Q2D‐Is are characterized
by dotted circles and rounded rectangles. The IS, TS and FS represent the initial state, transition state and final state,
respectively. (d) Q2D‐Is and CPPs have the similar topological unit. From top to bottom: the side structure of Q2D‐Is,
longitudinal section of Q2D‐Is and CPP.

Next, the detailed assimilation of Q2D‐Is by crystalline zones is investigated to explore the
mechanism of the synergy effect. Figure 7a shows the assimilation process of a Q2D‐I by
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crystalline zones in the direction parallel to CPPs. The contaction between CPPs of crystalline
zones and a Q2D‐I would result in a half‐icosahedral and half‐crystalline geometrical frustra‐
tion, as illustrated in Figure 7b. Then, the Q2D‐I is gradually assimilated as the geometrical
frustration evolves into the crystalline order. According to Figure 7c, during the assimilation,
the Q2D‐I experiences an energy fluctuation accompanying with an obvious oscillation for the
average potential energy. In order to measure the energy fluctuation, the root mean squared
deviations (RMSDs) [41] are calculated based on the mean value of energy fluctuations in the

whole system: RMSD= 1
N ∑

i=1

N

|ΔEi‐ΔĒ| 2, where N is the atomic number, ΔEi is the potential

energy fluctuation per atom, ΔĒ is the average of ΔEi. The average fluctuation of the system
during the process in Figure 7 is 0.04347915 ± 0.02080011 eV (where, ΔĒ = 0.04347915 eV and
RMSD = 0.02080011 eV). The fluctuation of Q2D‐I just in the range indicates that energy
fluctuations lead to the assimilation during the parallel growth. Thus, the Q2D‐I can be actually
seen as a pin during the assimilation, which needs to be drawn out for the growth of crystalline
zones. In another word, Q2D‐Is have pinning effects on the crystal growth due to the energy
fluctuation. If the pinning effect can be overcome, the assimilation of Q2D‐Is would assist the
growth of crystalline zones, presenting the synergy effect of the LIO.

Figure 7. (a) A Q2D‐I is assimilated by crystalline zones in the direction parallel to CPPs. White solid arrows show the
crystal growth direction. (b) Detailed structural evolution during the assimilation. Three adjacent CPPs naturally con‐
nect to the Q2D‐I with red solid arrows showing the direction. (c) Potential energy change during the assimilation. The
curve of the Q2D‐I shows potential energy fluctuations during the assimilation.
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Figure 8 shows that the crystalline zone assimilates a Q2D‐I in the direction perpendicular to
CPPs, which presents more complicated features than that in the parallel growth. However,
under closer observation, the assimilation process is very similar to that during a parallel
growth. When crystalline zones touch a Q2D‐I, the Q2D‐I would be gradually connected by
the surrounding CPPs, revealing that the crystal growth in the direction perpendicular to CPPs
originate from the connection between CPPs and Q2D‐Is in the parallel direction. Figure 8b
presents that the Q2D‐I also undergoes a potential energy fluctuation and the average energy
oscillates during the assimilation. The potential energy fluctuations during the perpendicular
growth indicate the pinning effect of Q2D‐Is. The average fluctuation of system is
0.04774295 ± 0.01739893 eV (where, ΔĒ = 0.04774295 eV and RMSD = 0.01739893 eV), and the
Q2D‐I's energy fluctuation leads to the leap over the pinning effect during the perpendicular
growth. Once the pinning effect succeeds, Q2D‐Is might survive as shown in Figure 9. In this
case, the surrounding CPPs have to bend to cater to the Q2D‐I due to the incompatibility
between Q2D‐Is and the crystals, exhibiting the geometrical frustration. In another word, the
Q2D‐I is actually a pin, causing the geometrical frustration of the surrounding crystalline order.

Figure 8. (a) A Q2D‐Is is assimilated by crystalline zones in the direction perpendicular to CPPs. White solid arrows
show the crystal growth direction. The assimilation in (a) is very similar to that in the parallel growth. (b) Potential
energy change during the assimilation. The curve of the Q2D‐I shows potential energy fluctuations during the assimi‐
lation.

Figure 9. Preservation of a Q2D‐I due to the pinning effect. The solid arc line shows the frustrated CPP catering to the
Q2D‐I.
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6. Origin of the second peak splitting in pair correlation functions

A splitting of the second peak in the PCF curve in three‐dimensional materials is usually
regarded as a characteristic indication of disordered structure forming [42, 43]. However,
owing to the lack of one dimensionality as well as the difference of atomic arrangement, the
explanation on the second peak of the PCF in 2D systems should be clarified. In addition,
previous studies are usually based on the viewpoint of how the clusters connect to each other
to form a large supercluster with a specific geometric structure. Due to the fact that the PCF is
the statistical average of the atomic configuration, it seems more appropriate to use the
statistical methods to interpret the nature of the second peak splitting of the PCF in 2D system.
Actually, fewer efforts have focused on the relation between the splitting of the second peak
and the crystalline or glass formation of 2D disordered films by statistical average analysis. In
order to understand these questions well, this section would provide a statistical explanation
on the nature of the splitting of the PCF in the 2D copper system.

Figure 10. PCF evolutions of the 2D copper at different cooling rates: (a) 500 K/ps; (b) 250 K/ps; (c) 100 K/ps; (d) 10 
K/ps. Brown curves represent the PCF without the second peak splitting; Blue curves show the second peak splitting;
Green curves show typical crystal peaks.

The PCFs of the 2D copper are shown in Figure 10. It is worth noting that the main peak height
of the PCFs, which represents the nearest‐neighbor shell, increases significantly with the
decreasing temperature, and the second peak begins to split. As shown in Figures 10a, b, at
the cooling rates of Q1 = 100 K/ps and Q2 = 250 K/ps, the second peak begins to split into two
subpeaks at 633 K. Interestingly, a small shoulder peak appears between the first and second
peaks at 300 K in Figure 10b, which means the short‐ or medium‐range ordered structures
form. With the cooling rate decreasing to Q3 = 100 K/ps, the splitting emerges at 800 K;
moreover, the small shoulder peak between the first and second peaks arises on the left at
300 K with significant height, which indicates that the length of the ordered structure is further
extended to a large scale. At the cooling rate of Q4 = 10 K/ps, the left shoulder peak arises at
633 K and becomes more prominent than the right subpeak as the temperature decreases,
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suggesting that the orientation of the crystalline structure becomes more consistent. It is widely
known that the atomic structure of amorphous materials is similar to that of liquid metals, and
the fact that the second peak of the PCFs splits into two subpeaks is regarded as a characteristic
indication of disordered structures. However, this is not the true case in 2D systems. As shown
in Figures 10c, d, the evolution of the PCFs clearly indicates how the second‐peak splitting
converts into crystal peaks. For example, as shown in Figure 10d, at 800 K, the splitting of the
second peak of the PCF appears, but at 633 K, the splitting of the second peak becomes three
peaks, and finally these three peaks evolve into three typical crystal peaks at 466 K. Based on
this evolution trend, it can be seen that the splitting second‐peak has a close relationship with
crystal peak, and that the splitting second‐peak is the rudiment of the crystal peaks. Our
simulations do not support other hypothesis which states that the splitting of the second peak
occurs as a result of the connection of some small clusters to a supercluster with a special
geometrical structure.

Figure 11. (a) Snapshot of the 2D copper at 300 K with the cooling rate of 250 K/ps. Crystal‐like ordering regions are
constituted by blue atoms, while other regions show fully disordered ordering. (b–d) PCF curves of different regions:
local crystal‐like regions, fully disordered regions, the global region, respectively.

In order to further clarify the origin of the splitting of the second peak, the structural config‐
uration of the 2D copper at 300 K at the cooling rate of Q2 = 250 K/ps is supplied in Figure 11.
It is seen that the overall atomic structure consists of two types of regions: the well‐organized
region with crystal‐like order and the fully disordered region with some packing frustration.
Our theoretical results are in good agreement with the experiments by Huang and Lichtenstein
[9, 10], which prove our MD simulation result is reliable. It is also worth noting that in the
disordered region there are some single strings, arcs, and rings which clearly illustrate the
packing frustration of the atoms in the quick cooling process. In fact, Figure 11a shows that
the structure of the 2D amorphous Cu is the mixture of crystal‐like and fully disordered
structural regions with a certain percentage. The local PCFs in these two distinct regions differ
from one another. As shown in Figures 10b–d, the local PCFs of the crystalline region have
some crystal‐like subpeaks, showing typical crystalline features, while the local PCFs in the
fully disordered structural region show no splitting on the second peak. However, the global
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PCFs averaged by the overall atomic structures of the two types of regions show a slight
splitting in the second peak. It is known that the PCF is the statistical average of the structural
configuration, thus, the slight splitting of the global PCF is caused by the combined average
results of the crystal‐like and fully disordered regions. Moreover, the very similar results are
also obtained for the simulations of the 2D cobalt, which indicate the coexistence of crystal‐
like and fully disordered regions. The splitting of the second peak in 2D systems may not be
the signature of the glass formation, but the appearance of both the crystal‐like and disordered
structures. The splitting second‐peak can be viewed as an embryonic form of the crystal peak.

The above results arouse us to further investigate the origin of these two subpeaks in the
second‐peak splitting. Figure 12 shows the respective PCF curves of the liquid, amorphous,
and ideal crystalline solid Cu. It is known that in ideal FCC crystal there are four nearest
coordinated shells, namely, R1 = 2.55 Å, R2 = 3.61 Å, R3 = 4.44 Å, and R4 = 5.12 Å. The positions
of the first peak in both the liquid and amorphous Cu correspond to the ones in the ideal FCC
crystal at R1 = 2.55 Å, while the second peaks correspond to three peaks of the ideal FCC crystal
at the locations R2 = 3.61 Å, R3 = 4.44 Å, and R4 = 5.12 Å. From the correspondence of the peak
positions and the evolution trend, it is concluded that the two subpeaks on the second peak
are due to the appearance of a small amount of the short‐ or medium‐range ordered structures.

Figure 12. PCF curves of the liquid, amorphous, and ideal crystal copper. Red line: liquid at 1800 K; Blue line: amor‐
phous solid at 300 K (Q = 400 K/ps); Green line: amorphous solid at 300 K (Q = 200 K/ps); Black line: ideal crystal. R1,
R2, R3, and R4 represent the ideal FCC peaks.

Figure 13 shows the fraction of the crystal‐like regions with the temperature at different cooling
rates. If the splitting occurs on the right without the left subpeak, this point is labelled with a
blue arrow, while if both the left and right subpeaks appear, it is labelled with a red arrow.
According to this rule, Figure 13 may be divided into three zones. When the fraction of the
crystal‐like region is less than 18.5%, it belongs to the non‐splitting region corresponding to
the fully disordered structure in the liquid state. If the fraction of crystal‐like region exceeds
to 50%, the left shoulder subpeak appears, which indicates it almost becomes the polycrystal‐
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line structure. However, if the fraction ranges from 18.5 to 50%, it is the mixture of the
disordered and crystal‐like structural regions, which results in the splitting second peak of the
PCF. The disordered structure in 2D may be a simple mixture of crystal‐like and fully disor‐
dered region, which sheds a new light on the understanding of the atomic structure of the low‐
dimensional materials.

Figure 13. Relationship between the fraction of crystal‐like regions and the second peak splitting at different cooling
rates: 500 K/ps (blue line), 250 K/ps (red line), 100 K/ps (blue line), 50 K/ps (brown line), 25 K/ps (purple line), 10 K/ps
(dark blue line).

7. Conclusion

In summary, we systematically investigate the structural evolution and dynamical properties
of glassy metallic films during rapid cooling. Our results have shown several aspects as
follows:

• A semi‐ordered amorphous morphology with maze‐like nano‐patterns emerges as the
temperature decreases at a high cooling rate. The growth competition between two typical
dominating structures, Q2D‐Is and crystalline zones, significantly affects the final solid‐state
structure. The FCC and HCP strutures are alternant in the crystalline zone region, acting as
the precursor of CLRO structures.

• The disordered region usually has a high motion propensity distribution, whereas a lower
motion propensity corresponds to the crystalline‐like order region. Both the local structural
distribution and the dynamical signature in metallic nano‐films can be predicted by an
excellent indicator P(a, τ, υ). The region with a lower P(a, τ, υ) can accommodate a larger
crystallin‐like order, and vice versa.

• The LIO has synergy and pinning effects on the freezing behavior of a monatomic liquid
film. crystalline zones would gradually form through the synergy of Q2D‐Is with other SRO
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structures, but the pinning effect should be overcome when crystals grow in both the
directions parallel and perpendicular to close‐packed planes, consuming energy.

• The origin of the splitting of the second peak in PCFs is a statistical result of the disordered
and crystal‐like ordered structure with a certain percentage rather than the fully disordered
structure. The results show that the shoulder peak on the left side of the second peak is due
to the appearance of a small amount of the short‐or medium‐ range ordered structures. The
structure in 2D disordered film may be a simple mixture of the crystal‐like and disordered
structural regions.
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